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1. Introduction 

This statement sets out the justification for the proposed development of 

lands at Stepaside, Co. Dublin (henceforth the Site).  

It has been prepared following an assessment of the proposed development 

against relevant policies, objectives and standards contained in the Dún-

Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2022-2028 (henceforth the 

Development Plan) and the Ballyogan and Environs Local Area Plan 2019-

2025 (henceforth the BELAP). The full results of those assessments are 

presented in the Statement of Consistency (SoC) included under separate 

cover.  

The Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government 

Development Management Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2007) states; 

“In deciding whether any development would materially contravene the plan, 

the authority should consider whether there would be a departure from a 

fundamental provision of the plan or whether the development, alone or in 

conjunction with others, would seriously prejudice an objective of the plan.”  

This approach was applied during the assessment of the proposed 

development against the provisions of the Development Plan and the BELAP 

(see SoC), and it concluded that four material contraventions arise, as follows; 

i. Density. 

ii. Unit Mix.   

iii. External Storage 

iv. Proposed Transport Linkages 

Prior to submitting this application, the Applicant had to consider whether 

the proposed development materially contravenes the Development Plan 

and the BELAP in order to comply with the requirement under Section 8 of 

the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, 

as amended (‘the 2016 Act’) that the statutory newspaper notice submitted 

with the final application state:–  

“where the proposed development materially contravenes the said plan 

other than in relation to zoning of the land, indicating why permission should 

nonetheless be granted, having regard to a consideration specified in section 

37(2)(b)” of the Act of 2000,…”  

Under section 8(1)(iv) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and 

Residential Tenancies Act 2016, where a proposed development is 

considered to materially contravene the relevant Development Plan or Local 

Area Plan (other than in relation to the zoning of the land), then the SHD 

application must include a statement: 

“(I) setting out how the proposal will be consistent with the objectives of the 

relevant development plan or local area plan, and 
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(II) where the proposed development materially contravenes the said plan 

other than in relation to the zoning of the land, indicating why permission 

should, nonetheless, be granted, having regard to a consideration specified 

in section 37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000.” 

This material contravention statement is made pursuant to section 8(1)(iv)(II) 

of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act, 

2016. 

Section 9(6) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential 

Tenancies Act, 2016, confers power on An Bord Pleanála to grant permission 

for a development which is considered to materially contravene a 

Development Plan or Local Area Plan, other than in relation to the zoning of 

land, as follows:  

“(6) (a) Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may decide to grant a permission 

for a proposed strategic housing development in respect of an application 

under section 4 even where the proposed development, or a part of it, 

contravenes materially the development plan or local area plan relating to 

the area concerned. 

(b) The Board shall not grant permission under paragraph (a) where the 

proposed development, or a part of it, contravenes materially the 

development plan or local area plan relating to the area concerned, in 

relation to the zoning of the land. 

(c) Where the proposed strategic housing development would materially 

contravene the development plan or local area plan, as the case may be, 

other than in relation to the zoning of the land, then the Board may only grant 

permission in accordance with paragraph (a) where it considers that, if 

section 37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000 were to apply, it would grant permission 

for the proposed development.”  

We respectfully request that An Bord Pleanála adopt a precautionary 

approach with respect to the material contraventions and invoke the 

provisions of s.37(2)(b) of the 2000 Act (as amended) if a grant of permission 

is forthcoming. 

Section 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended) 

states that; 

“Where a planning authority has decided to refuse permission on the 

grounds that a proposed development materially contravenes the 

development plan, the Board may only grant permission in accordance 

with paragraph (a) where it considers that; 

i. the proposed development is of strategic or national importance, 

ii. there are conflicting objectives in the development plan, or the 

objectives are not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed 

development is concerned, or 

iii. permission for the proposed development should be granted 

having regard to regional planning guidelines for the area, 

guidelines under section 28, policy directives under section 29, 

the statutory obligations of any local authority in the area, and 
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any relevant policy of the Government, the Minister or any 

Minister of the Government, or,  

iv. permission for the proposed development should be granted 

having regard to the pattern of development, and permissions 

granted in the area since the making of the development plan.”  

 

2. Proposed Development 

This application relates to a proposed strategic housing development (SHD) 

on a site of approx. 1.97 hectares on lands at Stepaside, Co. Dublin. 

A comprehensive description of the proposed development is set out in the 

Planning Statement. The Statutory Notices should also be referenced.  

Briefly, the development will consist of: 

i. the construction of 118 no. residential units comprising: 

a) 28 no. 1-bedroom and 69 no. 2-bedroom apartments in 1 no. 

block ranging from 3 to 6-storeys in height;  

b) 10 no. 3-bedroom houses all with private amenity space; 

c) 11 no. 4-bedroom houses all with private amenity space; 

ii. the provision of podium level communal open space with a Gross 

Floor Area (GFA) of 1,454sq.m to serve the apartments in Block 1; 

iii. the provision of 4,002 sq.m of public open space; 

iv. the construction of a 2-storey childcare facility with a GFA of 156sq.m. 

with an associated play area and set-down car parking spaces;  

v. the provision of 153 no. on-site car parking spaces that will provide 

for 97 no. under podium spaces for residents of the apartment 

building, 10 no. visitor car-parking spaces, 42 no. in-curtilage car 

parking spaces for the housing units and 4 no. car-parking spaces 

designated for the childcare facility; 

vi. 4 no. motorcycle parking spaces at under podium level;  

vii. the provision of 248 no. bicycle parking spaces including 170 no. long-

stay spaces, 56 no. short-stay spaces and 22 no. for use by the 

childcare facility;  

viii. access will be provided via a 137m extension to the Clay Farm Loop 

Road and construction of local access roads to serve the 

development which will connect with the new section of the Clay 

Farm Loop Road; 

ix. provision of 4 no. new pedestrian and cyclist links to adjoining 

residential development in Stepaside Park, one of which will also 

facilitate emergency vehicle access to Stepaside Park and access to 

re-configured bin-store for existing residents of The Courtyard; 
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x. all ancillary site development works including plant, waste storage 

areas, landscaping, green roofs, boundary treatments, SuDS 

measures, ESB substation, public lighting, and solar PV panels.  

3. Overview of Material 

Contraventions 

3.1 Density 

The Development Plan expressly supports higher residential densities to 

promote increased housing delivery, reduce the urban and carbon footprint 

of the County and maximise the use of zoned and serviced land. Policy PHP18 

seeks to:  

• Increase housing (houses and apartments) supply and promote 

compact urban growth through the consolidation and re-

intensification of infill/brownfield sites having regard to proximity 

and accessibility considerations, and development management 

criteria set out in Chapter 12.  

• Encourage higher residential densities provided that proposals 

provide for high quality design and ensure a balance between the 

protection of existing residential amenities and the established 

character of the surrounding area, with the need to provide for high 

quality sustainable residential development. 

Section 4.3.1 of the Development Plan encourages higher densities at a 

minimum of 50 uph at sites located within circa 1 kilometre pedestrian 

catchment / 10 minute walking time of a rail station, Luas line, Core/Quality 

Bus Corridor and/or 500 metres / 5 minute walking time of a Bus Priority 

Route. 

The application site is proximate to the LUAS Green Line, with the nearest 

stops, Leopardstown Valley to the north-east, being circa 800 metres walking 

distance of the subject site via Clay Farm. The Gallops LUAS stop is also 

located c. 600 metres to the north-east. The LUAS Green Line provides access 

to Sandyford, Dundrum, the City Centre and northwards to other 

destinations along its route. Accordingly, the application site fulfils the criteria 

for higher density residential developments of 50 uph minimum as set out in 

the Development Plan, being well within a 1km walking catchment of the 

LUAS green line. 

Section 4 of the DLRCDP 2022-2028 indicates that Council will continue to 

utilise all policy avenues available to it to ensure the optimum delivery of 

residential units over the duration of the Plan which seeks, inter alia, to 

increase the supply of housing in a compact and sustainable manner and in 

appropriate locations, and provide housing choice for the residents of the 

County through an appropriate mix, type and range of units.  

The site is also subject to the requirements of the BELAP 2019-2025. The 

application site straddles two distinct neighbourhood areas within the BELAP, 
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Neighbourhood 11 - Kilgobbin South and Neighbourhood 13 - Stepaside East 

see Figure below. 

 

Figure 1 Map Extract from Figure 1.5 of Ballyogan and Environs LAP with site layout 

overlaid (Source: BELAP, CCK Edit) 

Table 5.4 of the LAP includes target densities for these distinct 

neighbourhood areas, with a supporting rationale as set out in Table 1 below. 

A planning response demonstrating how the proposed density is appropriate 

for each neighbourhood area is also included.  

BELAP 

Neighbourhood 

Target 

Net 

Density 

LAP Rationale Planning Response 

Neighbourhood 

11 – Kilgobbin 

South 

60 uph 

Similar 

Neighbourhood 

to Kilgobbin 

East, but 

somewhat 

further from 

Luas with more 

challenging 

topography. 

The proposed density 

(200 uph) is considered 

appropriate in this part 

of the site where there 

is carrying capacity for 

greater height due to 

the site topography. 

The apartment block 

makes use of the slope 

of the site to 

concentrate its massing 

on the Loop Road and 

step its wings up in 

response to the slope. 

The positioning of the 

apartment building 

assists in the 

appropriate visual 

assimilation of their 

mass, protecting 

existing residential 
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BELAP 

Neighbourhood 

Target 

Net 

Density 

LAP Rationale Planning Response 

amenities, while 

creating a strong urban 

edge to the loop 

road.  Extension of the 

loop road will ensure 

the Luas is easily 

accessible to residents 

(less than 1km walking 

distance).  

Neighbourhood 

13 – Stepaside 

East 

35 uph 

Is predominantly 

established mid-

density housing 

at a remove 

from high-

capacity public 

transport. 

The proposed density 

(37 uph) is only 

marginally above the 

target density. In this 

part of the site, the 

scheme predominantly 

comprises semi-

detached and terraced 

housing, although a 

portion of the 

apartment block (22 

units) also falls within 

these lands. This design 

approach ensures the 

scheme responds 

sensitively to the 

established context. The 

dwellings along the 

southern edge line the 

site boundary, 

incorporating split-level 

house types to follow 

the contours here at the 

bottom of the hill. 

These units also close 

off the exposed rear 

gardens of existing 

houses in Stepaside 

Park. The houses face 

directly onto the public 

open space at this 

location, enhancing 

security through 

passive surveillance of 

this space.   
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Table 1 Target Residential Densities by Neighbourhood Area and Planning Response  

It is also noted that the subject site is within the Kilgobbin Site Development 

Framework included at Section 12 of the BELAP, the boundary of which is 

shown in the Figure below.  

 

Figure 2 Kilgobbin SDF Aerial Photo with SDF boundary shown in red as per Figure 

12.7 of the BELAP (with application site boundary delineated in orange) 

This Framework includes Guiding Principles which are applicable to 

development proposals within the lands. In respect of density, it states the 

following: 

Residential densities shall accord with the ranges set out by way of 

the ‘Target Residential Density’ bands indicated on Figure 12.8. These 

are ‘net’ figures as per the definitions in Chapter 5. Minor deviations 

from these ranges may be considered, at the discretion of the 

Planning Authority, where it can be demonstrated that the full range 

of guiding principles set out in this SDF can be delivered. The mapping 

of residential density bands shown on Figure 12.8 is indicative only 

and the boundaries between these bands are not intended to be 

absolute. 

Figure 12.8 (as referenced in the Guiding Principles) identifies the whole of 

the subject site within the area indicated as ‘RES B’ with a target residential 

density band of 55-80 dwellings per hectare (net), as per the image below. 
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Figure 3 Kilgobbin SDF (Figure 12.8 of the BELAP with application site delineated in 

blue  

The net densities achieved within the scheme are 200 uph in that part of the 

site that falls within Kilgobbin South (Neighbourhood 11) and 37 uph for the 

lands situated within Stepaside East (Neighbourhood 13). While the density 

achieved in that portion of the scheme within Neighbourhood 13 is broadly 

consistent with the applicable target, that part of the development located 

within Neighbourhood 11 exceeds the target residential density of 60 uph.  

It is noted however, that the net density proposed across the whole of the 

development site is 79 uph which is within the target residential density band 

of 55-80 dwellings per hectare (net) indicated in Figure 12.8 (Kilgobbin Site 

Development Framework).  

Having regard to the indicative density range set out in the Kilgobbin Site 

Development Framework, it is our view that the proposed density is 

appropriate for this location. Notwithstanding, the site straddles two 

neighbourhood areas and the prescribed density target for Neighbourhood 

11  is lower than that proposed within the scheme in this part of the site. A 

justification is established in section 4.1 of this report having regard to the 

provisions of 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as 

amended.  
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3.2 Unit Mix  

Section 12.3.3 of the Plan details quantitative standards applicable to all 

applications for residential schemes. Table 12.1 sets out the mix 

requirements for apartment developments of 50+ units. The relevant 

requirements in this instance are those that apply to New Residential 

Communities, as per Figure 2.9 Core Strategy Map, shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 4 Extract from Table 12.1 of DLRCDP 2022-2028 (Apartment Mix Requirements) 

This application provides for a residential development that will ensure an 

appropriate range of housing typologies and sizes by providing for a range 

of 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments and 3-bedroom and 4-bedroom 

houses. A breakdown of the proposed housing mix across the entirety of the 

development is provided in Table 2 below.  

Typology 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed Total % 

Apartment 28 - - - 28 23.7 

Apartment - 69 - - 69 58.5 

House - - 10 - 10 8.5 

House - - - 11 11 9.3 

Total 28 69 10 11 118 100 

Table 2 Proposed Mix of Units (Houses & Apartments) 

The proposed unit mix for the 97 no. apartment units (Block 1), is as follows: 

• 28 no. 1-bedroom units (29%) 

• 69 no. 2-bedroom units (71%) 

While the proposal is consistent with the maximum threshold of 30% for 1-

bedroom units in apartment schemes, there are no 3-bedroom apartments 

proposed and thus, a Material Contravention occurs. 

The scheme includes 100% 1 and 2 bedroom units, exceeding the allowable 

60% of the total and accordingly a Material Contravention occurs.  

To conclude, the proposed apartment unit mix materially contravenes the 

Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2022-2028. A 

justification is established in section 4.2 of this report having regard to the 

provisions of 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as 

amended.  
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3.3 External Storage 

Section 12.3.5.3 of the Development Plan references External Storage for 

apartments and states; 

Apartment schemes should provide external storage for bulky items 

outside individual units (i.e., at ground or basement level), in addition 

to the minimum apartment storage requirements. These storage 

units should be secure, at ground floor level, in close proximity to the 

entrance to the apartment block and allocated to each individual 

apartment unit. 

The Development Plan does not include quantitative standards for external 

storage. Other than communal residents bicycle storage areas, this proposed 

development does not include external storage for bulky items Accordingly, 

this is deemed a Material Contravention of the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown 

County Development Plan 2022-2028. A justification is established in section 

4.7 of this report having regard to the provisions of 37(2)(b) of the Planning 

and Development Act 2000, as amended.  

3.4 Proposed Transport Linkages  

Section 4.3 of the BELAP highlights the overall transportation and movement 

objective for the area as follows: 

The Plan envisages the BELAP area developing as a network of 

interconnected Quarters where walking and cycling will be a 

convenient and sustainable alternative to the private car for 

short and medium distance journeys. The aim of the Plan is to reduce 

car usage by making alternative modes of access more attractive by 

providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist internal 

and external network which connects existing and proposed 

residential areas to destinations including public transport, 

employment, schools and retail. (emp. added) 

In order to implement the objectives of the LAP, a number of new and/or 

improved linkages are required under Policy BELAP MOV12 – New Linkages 

which states: 

To provide or facilitate the delivery of the new linkages shown in 

Table 4.6 and Figure 4.11 – Movement Strategy. 

The linkages from Table 4.6 pertaining to the application site are Link No. 4 

and Link No. 16, shown below. 
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Figure 5 Extracts from Table 4.6 of BELAP (‘Proposed Linkages’) relevant to application 

site 

The two proposed linkages (No. 4 and No. 16) of relevance to this site are 

indicated in the below extract of Figure 4.11 of the BELAP ‘Movement Strategy 

– Planned Linkages’.  

 

Figure 6 Extract from Figure 4.11 of BELAP (‘Movement Strategy – Planned Linkages’) 

It is noteworthy that Figure 4.11 makes clear “The lines of the road proposals 

shown are indicative only and may be subject to change as detailed design 

is advanced” . (emp. added) 

In this instance, although Link No. 4 and the proposed cul-de-sac of the road 

further to the south do not strictly adhere to the locations shown in Figure 

4.11, the associated objective will be achieved. Extension of the Clay Farm 

Loop Road through the application site will facilitate direct connections from 

the established residential area of Stepaside Park with Ballyogan Road. In so 

doing, pedestrian and cycle access will be made available for existing 

residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett Campus and 
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neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation 

and movement objective for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network 

of walking and cycling routes that will provide an alternative to the private 

car by providing a providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist 

internal and external network which connects existing and proposed 

residential areas. 

Delivery of the Clay Farm Loop Road is identified as a 6 year road objective in 

the Development Plan. As set out in Table 5.3, see relevant extract below, the 

loop road is to be ‘Developer Delivered’ (rather than by the Local Authority).  

 

Figure 7 6 Year Road Proposals (Extract from Table 5.3 of the Development Plan) 

Figure 4.9 of the BELAP shows planned road infrastructure including the Clay 

Farm Loop Road (as per the DLRCDP 2016-2022). The loop road is indicated 

as No. 1 on the extract shown below. 

 

Figure 8 Planned Road and Transport Infrastructure from 2016-2022 County 

Development Plan (Source: BELAP 2019-2025) 

The indicative alignment for this road is indicated on the County 

Development Plan Land Use Zoning Map 9. Under the current Development 

Plan, adopted in March 2022, its alignment has been altered, seen in the 

Figure below.  
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Figure 9 Extract from Land Use Zoning Map 9 of the DLRCDP 2022-2028, showing 

indicative alignment of the Clay Farm Loop Road 

Section 12.1 of the BELAP sets out phasing requirements regarding 

infrastructure and services. In respect of the Kilgobbin Site Development 

Framework, it indicates the following requirements regarding Access: 

The Kilgobbin lands will be served by the Clay Farm Loop Road. To 

progress the development of these lands the Loop Road will either 

be in place, with the necessary legal agreements in place for the 

developer to access the route, or the Applicant shall provide evidence 

that the Loop Road will be available to serve the development as 

homes are completed.  

Appendix 1 of the Development Plan contains the Infrastructure Assessment.  

It identifies that the Clay Farm Loop Road is required to progress the 

development of the zoned lands in Kilgobbin by providing suitable transport 

infrastructure. The following Table is an extract from Appendix 1, section 4.4. 

 

Figure 10 Transport Infrastructure: Ballyogan & Environs (Table 8, Appendix 1 of DLR 

CDP 2022-2028) 
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The Table above is consistent with the phasing requirements set out in the 

BELAP which seeks to restrict development of the Kilgobbin lands until such 

time as either the loop road is in place or the Applicant can provide evidence 

that the road will be available to serve the development as homes are 

completed. 

This application provides for delivery of a section of the Clay Farm Loop Road 

which will enable it to be extended further north-west of its currently 

permitted location within the Clay Farm Phase 2 development to the south-

east currently under construction. This proposed extension of the road will 

facilitate vehicular access to the development site via the Clay Farm / 

Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown Valley junction along the newly constructed 

section of the Clay Farm Loop Road.  

The Clay Farm Loop Road has been identified as a 6 year road objective in 

successive development plans (dating back at least as far as the 2004-2010 

County Development Plan) and was also an objective of the 2000 Stepaside 

Action Plan. The applicant is now seeking to deliver that portion of the 

proposed road over which they have control within the application site 

boundary. This approach will enable delivery of a further section of the road, 

a vital piece of enabling infrastructure which will contribute to unlocking the 

development potential of the wider zoned lands in Kilgobbin South.  

Following its completion, the Clay Farm Loop Road (CFLR) will be 

approximately 1,550m in length. At present, there is an existing 325m 

completed section of the loop road adjoining Kilgobbin Wood / Elmfield. The 

Clay Farm Phase 2 development provides for the delivery an additional 

section 685m in length (incorporating bridge structure over water course) 

through the Clay Farm lands, as an integral element of the permitted Clay 

Farm Phase 1 and Phase 2 development. 

The current application includes for a further 137m extension of the Clay 

Farm Loop Road. The remaining section of the loop road to the north is 

located within third party lands and will be delivered in time by others in 

conjunction with future development proposals. 

The image in the Figure below shows the proposed section of road in the 

context of the wider lands, including those portions which have already been 

completed or are in the process of being implemented. 
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Figure 11 Clay Farm Loop Road Status (Source: Figure 2.10 of TTA prepared by DBFL 

Consulting Engineers) 

Notwithstanding the significant gain that would be achieved by delivery of a 

further section of the Clay Farm Loop Road, its delivery has been staggered 

and it is unlikely the full extent of the loop road will be in place as the 

proposed homes are completed.  

Having regard to the above, the proposal is not in accordance with Policy 

BELAP MOV12 – New Linkages and the applicable phasing requirements for 

transport infrastructure and is deemed a material contravention of the 

BELAP and the Development Plan. A justification is established in section 4.4 

of this report having regard to the provisions of 37(2)(b) of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000, as amended.   

4. Justification under Section 37(2) of 

the PDA 2000 (as amended) 

Section 37(2) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) 

provides for the Board to grant permission where the proposed development 

materially contravenes the development plan, subject to paragraph (b) where 

it considers that one of the following criteria are met; 

i. the proposed development is of strategic or national importance,  

ii. there are conflicting objectives in the development plan, or the 

objectives are not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed 

development is concerned, or 

iii. permission for the proposed development should be granted having 

regard to regional spatial and economic strategy for the area, 

guidelines under section 28, policy directives under section 29, the 

statutory obligations of any local authority in the area, and any 

relevant policy of the Government, the Minister or any Minister of the 

Government, or 

http://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/2000/act/30/revised/en/html
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iv. permission for the proposed development should be granted having 

regard to the pattern of development, and permissions granted, in 

the area since the making of the development plan. 

 

4.1 Density - Application of Section 37(2)(b) 

Considerations 

As set out in section 3.1 of this report, the density of the proposed 

development materially contravenes the applicable targets set out in the 

Local Area Plan. The net density achieved within the scheme is 200 uph in 

that part of the site within Kilgobbin South (Neighbourhood 11), exceeding 

the target residential density of 60 uph for these lands.  

This section presents a justification for the proposed density having regard 

to 37(2)(b)(i), 37(2)(b)(ii) and 37(2)(b)(iii).  

4.1.1 37(2)(b)(i) The proposed development is of strategic or 

national importance. 

The term ‘strategic or national importance’ is not expressly defined in the 

Planning and Development Act (PDA) 2000, as amended. 

The proposed development exceeds 100 units on zoned residential land and 

satisfies the definition for ‘Strategic Housing Development’ under the 

Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016. 

The long title of that Act is “to facilitate the implementation of the document 

entitled “Rebuilding Ireland - Action Plan for Housing and Homelessness” that 

was published by the Government on 19 July 2016…” 

Rebuilding Ireland is a national action plan to address the housing crisis; 

Ensuring sufficient stable and sustained provision of housing that is 

affordable, in the right locations, meets people’s different needs and 

is of lasting quality is one of the greatest challenges facing the country 

at present. 

The core objective of Rebuilding Ireland is stated as being; 

…to ramp up delivery of housing from its current under-supply across 

all tenures to help individuals and families meet their housing needs, 

and to help those who are currently housed to remain in their homes 

or be provided with appropriate options of alternative 

accommodation, especially those families in emergency 

accommodation. 

The publication of the National Planning Framework (NPF) in 2018 followed 

Rebuilding Ireland. Inter alia, it supports Dublin’s growth (jobs and 

population) and anticipates that the city and suburbs will accommodate an 

extra 235,000 - 293,000 people by 2040.  

The proposed development site is within the Dublin City and Suburbs area, 

and this is confirmed in the Development Plan’s Core Strategy Map (Figure 

2.9) which is reproduced in Figure 7 below.  
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Ballyogan and Environs is one of five ‘New Residential Areas’ within the 

County that together are assigned to deliver 53% of the total housing target 

(18,515 units) for the County over the Development Plan period. On its own 

the Ballyogan and Environs zoned residential lands will contribute 4,147 units 

or approx. 22.4% of the overall housing target to 2028.  

 

 

Figure 12 Core Strategy Map (Extract from Development Plan) 

 

A  summary of the key national targets in the NPF for structuring overall 

national growth, promoting regional parity, building accessible centres of 

scale and securing compact and sustainable growth are presented in Table 

2.1 (reproduced here).  
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Figure 13 Summary of National Policy Objectives 

National Strategic Outcome No. 1  of the NPF states; 

Carefully managing the sustainable growth of compact cities, towns 

and villages will add value and create more attractive places in which 

people can live and work. All our urban settlements contain many 

potential development areas, centrally located and frequently 

publicly owned, that are suitable and capable of re-use to provide 

housing, jobs, amenities and services, but which need a streamlined 

and co-ordinated approach to their development, with investment in 

enabling infrastructure and supporting amenities, to realise their 

potential. Activating these strategic areas and achieving effective 

density and consolidation, rather than more sprawl of urban 

development, is a top priority. 

Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council (DLRCC) prepared the Ballyogan 

and Environs Local Area Plan to facilitate the orderly and sustainable 

development of this strategically located and significant landbank comprised 

of undeveloped, zoned and serviced lands that are served by the Luas green 

line providing excellent linkages.  

The proposed development site is zoned Objective A and is suitable for 

residential and childcare development as proposed in this application. Both 

of these uses are listed as permissible in principle. As identified in section 3.4 

of this report, the programme for completion of this development would 

occur in advance of delivery of the full extent of the Clay Farm Loop Road 

(CFLR).  Importantly however, the proposed development site is accessible 

via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown Valley junction along the 

newly constructed section of the Clay Farm Loop Road. The delivery of a 

further 137m section of the loop road as part of this development proposal 
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will in turn, facilitate access to the adjoining undeveloped lands to the north 

and east which may otherwise remain inaccessible. This ensures an orderly 

and coordinated active land management approach to the development of 

these strategically located zoned and serviced lands providing for compact 

growth.  

As a high quality, high density development located in Dublin City and 

Suburbs, the proposed development would contribute to the achievement of 

national policy objectives 3a, 3b, 4, 5, 11, 33 and 35 of the National Planning 

Framework, as set out below.  

 

NPO Response 

NPO 3a -  Deliver at 

least 40% of all new 

homes nationally, 

within the built-up 

footprint of existing 

settlements. 

The application site is within the existing built-

up footprint of Dublin.   

NPO 3b -  Deliver at 

least half (50%) of all 

new homes that are 

targeted in the five 

Cities and suburbs of 

Dublin, Cork, Limerick, 

Galway and Waterford, 

within their existing 

built-up footprints.  

The proposed development will make a 

significant contribution to the delivery of new 

homes within the existing built-up footprint of 

Dublin City and Suburbs.   

NPO 4 - Ensure the 

creation of attractive, 

liveable, well designed, 

high quality urban 

places that are home to 

diverse and integrated 

communities that enjoy 

a high quality of life 

and well-being. 

The proposed development has been 

designed to a high architectural standard and 

will create an attractive new residential 

development in a landscaped setting. The 

scheme provides for a permeable layout with 

an interconnected network of streets, paths 

and open spaces that will prioritise pedestrian 

and cyclist activity and ensure a vibrant new 

community that integrates effectively with its 

surrounds. 

The Architectural Design Statement prepared 

by CCK provides full details of how the design 

approach seeks to provide new residents with 

a high quality living environment and includes 

a variety of housing typologies and amenities 

that respond to changing patterns in 

household formation and population profile. 
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NPO Response 

NPO 5 - Develop cities 

and towns of sufficient 

scale and quality to 

compete 

internationally and to 

be drivers of national 

and regional growth, 

investment, and 

prosperity. 

The proposed development provides for a 

high density large-scale residential 

development that will contribute to the 

continued growth and economic prosperity of 

the region by delivering new homes in an 

urban location that is accessible to 

employment centres and benefits from 

existing social and physical infrastructure.   

NPO 11 – In meeting 

urban development 

requirements, there 

will be a presumption 

in favour of 

development that can 

encourage more 

people and generate 

more jobs and activity 

within existing cities, 

towns, and villages, 

subject to development 

meeting appropriate 

planning standards and 

achieving targeted 

growth.  

This highly accessible application site remains 

undeveloped. This proposal will make efficient 

use of zoned serviced land that is in close 

proximity to high capacity / high frequency 

public transport services. 

The proposed development will facilitate a 

range of wider planning gains, including 

delivery of an oversized crèche facility with 

sufficient capacity to meet the childcare need 

generated by the proposed development, as 

well as catering for additional places to meet 

the wider need locally. The proposal will 

facilitate delivery of a further section of the 

Clay Farm Loop Road, a long-held ‘6 year’ road 

objective of the DLRCDP, providing access to 

adjoining undeveloped zoned and serviced 

lands unlocking their development potential. 

The increase in population locally that will be 

generated by the proposed development will 

contribute to the vibrancy and vitality of 

Stepaside, and build critical mass that will 

support further investment in public 

transport and infrastructure.   

NPO 33 - Prioritise the 

provision of new 

homes at locations that 

can support 

sustainable 

development and at an 

appropriate scale of 

provision relative to 

location. 

The application site is within the built-up area 

of Dublin where large scale housing demand 

exists. 

The application site is proximate to high 

capacity / high frequency public transport 

services.  

The proposed development will facilitate the 

provision of new homes in a mix of housing 

typologies on a zoned and serviced site within 

an established urban area that is accessible to 
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NPO Response 

centres of employment and supporting social 

infrastructure.  

The proposal will facilitate a development of 

appropriate scale that responds to its 

surrounding context and is appropriate 

having regard to the site’s locational 

characteristics. 

NPO 35 - Increase 

residential density in 

settlements, through a 

range of measures 

including reductions in 

vacancy, re-use of 

existing buildings, infill 

development schemes, 

area or site-based 

regeneration and 

increased building 

heights. 

The application site is within the established 

built-up area of Dublin City and suburbs.  

The construction of a higher density 

residential development at this strategically 

located site will make a positive contribution 

to housing delivery, consistent with this policy 

aimed at avoiding further outward expansion 

of urban areas. 

Table 3 Consistency with NPF policy objectives 

 

The scheme would also contribute to the achievement of the target 

population of 1,408,000 for Dublin in 2040 as set out in Table 4.1 of the NPF, 

a strategic aim under national policy objective 8.  

National Policy Objective 8 - To ensure that the targeted pattern of 

population growth of Ireland’s cities to 2040 is in accordance with the 

targets set out in Table 4.1. 

This proposed development is for 118 no. new homes with 28 no.  1-bedroom 

apartments, 69 no.  2 bedroom apartments, 10 no. 3 bed houses and 11 no. 

4 bed houses. Assuming that each 1-bed would be occupied by 2 people and 

all other units would be occupied by the national household size of 2.75 

(Census 2016), the scheme would generate a population of approx. 304 

persons.  

Extrapolating from the figures in the Table below, the annual population 

growth target in Dublin is at least 9,792 per annum and this proposed 

development would contribute 3% to this annual target.  
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Figure 14 Ireland 2040: Targeted Pattern of City Population Growth (Extract from NPF) 

Section 6.6 of the NPF deals with ‘Housing’ and it states that between 2018 

and 2040 an average of 25,000 new dwellings will need to be provided per 

year if the target of 550,000 new units by 2040 is to be achieved, as per 

National Policy Objective 32.  

National Policy Objective 32 - To target the delivery of 550,000 

additional households to 2040. 

This proposal would deliver 118 new homes. Having regard to the significant 

shortfall that has occurred since the publication of the NPF, 80,152 new 

homes completed over the period 2018-2021 against a target of 100,0000, 

each new housing development is nationally significant.  

It is noted that the Housing Need Demand Assessment included as Appendix 

2 to the Development Plan states;  

Despite a revival of residential construction activity since 2016, it 

would appear that the supply of new housing is not meeting demand 

(as evidenced by very low residential vacancy rates). 

Rebuilding Ireland (2016) has now been replaced by Housing for All – A New 

Housing Plan for Ireland (2021). This national policy document has four 

pathways to achieving the plan’s objectives, one is increasing new housing 

supply. Housing for All estimates that Ireland will need an average of 33,000 

new homes to be provided each year from 2021 to 2030. A review of the CSOs 

Housing Completions for 20211 identifies that there were 20,433 new 

dwelling completions i.e., a shortfall of 12,567 homes.  

The Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial Economic Strategy (RSES) includes 

a Metropolitan Area Strategic Plan (MASP) which envisages a population of 

1.65 million in the metropolitan area by 2031, an increase of 250,000 people 

or 18% from 2016. It seeks to ensure a supply of strategic development areas 

for the sustainable growth and continued success and competitiveness of the 

Dublin Metropolitan Area.  

 

1 https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/ndc/newdwellingcompletionsq42021/ 
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The MASP includes a spatial framework that supports an integrated land use 

and transportation strategy for the sequential development of the 

metropolitan area, starting with the consolidation of Dublin City and suburbs. 

The Guiding Principles include; 

• achieving a target of 50% of all new homes within or contiguous to 

the built-up area of Dublin City and suburbs.  

• supporting a steady supply of sites and  accelerating housing supply, 

in order to achieve higher densities in urban built up areas, 

supported by improved services and public transport. 

• focussing growth along existing and proposed high quality public 

transport corridors and nodes on the expanding public transport 

network. 

Growth enablers for Dublin City and Metropolitan Area include, inter alia: 

To deliver strategic development areas identified in the MASP, 

located at key nodes along high-quality public transport corridors in 

tandem with the delivery of infrastructure and enabling services to 

ensure a steady supply of serviced sites and to support accelerated 

delivery of housing.  (emp. added) 

Ballyogan and Environs is situated within a Strategic Development Area and 

Corridor, the ‘Metrolink/LUAS Greenline Corridor’, as reflected in Table 5.1 of 

the MASP (an extract of which is shown below). 

  

Figure 15 Extract from Table 5.1 of Dublin MASP 

Table 5.1 of the RSES identities that this corridor will accommodate 71,000 

new residences with 28,000 in the short-term to 2026. Within the Dún 

Laoghaire-Rathdown area of this corridor, development will be concentrated 

in  the “New and emerging mixed-use districts of Cherrywood and Sandyford. 

New residential communities in Ballyogan and environs and Kiltiernan-

Glenamuck.” (emp. added) 

Activating the proposed development site would achieve approx. 3% of the  

Ballyogan and Environs overall capacity of 4,147 units. Further, it will facilitate 

delivery of additional new housing on the wider landholdings in the LAP 
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boundary through the provision of enabling infrastructure by construction of 

a further section of the CFLR.    

The proposed development is also consistent with the integrated land use 

and transportation strategy set out in the MASP which targets sequential 

development of the metropolitan area, with higher densities along public 

transport corridors.  

To summarise, the proposed development is of strategic or national 

importance by reason of; 

i. Its potential to contribute to the achievement of the Government’s 

policy in Housing for All to increase delivery of housing. 

ii. Its potential to contribute to arresting the current shortfall in meeting 

housing supply targets.  

iii. The fact that the site is within the Dublin City and Suburbs area where 

it is necessary to deliver at least half (50%) of all new homes within 

the existing built-up footprint and this site satisfies that NPF 

objective. 

iv. The fact that the proposed development site is identified as being 

part of a strategic landbank for the County in the BELAP. 

v. The fact that the proposed development site is situated within the 

strategic development area and corridor, Metrolink-Luas Greenline 

Corridor. 

vi. The fact that activation of this residential zoned and serviced land in 

the LAP area would contribute 3% of the  Ballyogan and Environs 

overall capacity of 4,147 units, as set out in the Development Plan’s 

core strategy’s housing target for the period 2022-2028.  

vii. The fact that this development would also facilitate delivery of 

additional new housing on the wider landholdings in the BELAP area 

through the provision of a vital piece of enabling infrastructure (a 

further section of the CFLR).  

viii. The fact that the proposed development is in accordance with the 

integrated land use and transportation strategy set out in the MASP, 

providing for sequential development of the metropolitan area and 

higher densities along public transport corridors. 

For the reasons set out above, it is our professional opinion that the 

proposed development is of ‘Strategic or National Importance’ for the 

purposes of Section 37(2)(b)(i) of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as 

amended, so that the Board can grant permission for development. 

4.1.2 37(2)(b)(ii) There are conflicting objectives in the development 

plan, or the objectives are not clearly stated, insofar as the 

proposed development is concerned. 

Arguably there are conflicting objectives in relation to density or the 

objectives are not clearly stated insofar as the proposed development is 

concerned having regard to the relevant provisions of the BELAP.   
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As set out in Section 3.2 of this report, the application site straddles two 

distinct neighbourhood areas identified within the BELAP, Neighbourhood 11 

- Kilgobbin South and Neighbourhood 13 - Stepaside East. The LAP includes 

target densities of 60 uph for Neighbourhood 11 (Kilgobbin South) and 35 

uph for Neighbourhood 13 (Stepaside East).   

The application site is also situated within the lands included in the Kilgobbin 

Site Development Framework (as per Section 12 of the BELAP). The entirety 

of the application site is included within the bounds of the Kilgobbin SDF and 

the lands are shown as being within the area ‘RES B’ with a target residential 

density band of 35-80 uph. 

In respect of density, Policy BELAP RES2 – Density by Neighbourhood states:  

“Any residential scheme within each of the Neighbourhoods shall as a 

general rule have a target net density as set out in Table 5.4, subject to 

the provisions of any Site Development Frameworks, where applicable. 

Within the site boundary, any major and local distributor roads; primary 

schools, churches, local shopping etc.; open spaces serving a wider area; and 

significant landscape buffer strips shall be deducted from gross site area to 

give a figure for net site area.” (emp. added) 

Thus for Neighbourhood Areas (11 and 13), there is significant variation in 

the applicable density targets and each must be complied with in the context 

of these two distinct areas. On the other hand, the Kilgobbin SDF included 

within the BELAP provides for a target density band that applies to the whole 

of the application site. Notably the SDF lands incorporate only that part of 

Neighbourhood 13 that falls within the application site.     

Accordingly, there are conflicting objectives in the BELAP and the objectives 

are not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed development is concerned.  

For the reasons set out, it is our professional opinion that there are 

conflicting objectives in the BELAP pertaining to this proposed development 

site and the material contravention with respect to the LAPs density 

objectives as it relates to the application site is justified in the context of  

Section 37(2)(b)(ii) of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended, 

so that the Board can grant permission for development. 

4.1.3 37(2)(b)(iii) Permission for the proposed development should 

be granted having regard to regional spatial and economic 

strategy for the area, guidelines under section 28, policy 

directives under section 29, the statutory obligations of any 

local authority in the area, and any relevant policy of the 

Government, the Minister or any Minister of the Government. 

Housing for All is a government policy to increase the delivery of housing 

from its current chronic under supply. This proposed development would 

contribute 305 new homes in a principal urban area, Dublin City and Suburbs.  

This section relies upon the National Planning Framework, the Eastern and 

Midland Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy, and the Ministerial 

Guidelines Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines, 
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(2009) and the Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020) 

issued under s.28 of the Act as a justification for the proposed density. 

National Planning Framework 

The National Planning Framework (NPF) (2018) aims to deliver on the 

Government’s commitment made in Rebuilding Ireland (2016) to increase the 

supply of much needed housing that will benefit the growing resident 

population and enhance the economic competitiveness of Dublin City as a 

destination to attract Foreign Direct Investment. The NPF projects that a 

minimum of 550,000 new homes will be needed over the period to 2040, at 

least 50% of which are targeted for provision in Ireland’s five cities.  

The NPF includes National Strategic Outcome (NSO) No. 1 which aims to 

achieve effective density and consolidation, rather than more sprawl, 

identified as a ‘top priority’, by delivering a greater proportion of residential 

development within existing built-up areas. The relevant national policy 

objectives (NPOs) are addressed below. 

National Policy Objective 13 - In urban areas, planning and related standards, 

including in particular building height and car parking will be based on 

performance criteria that seek to achieve well-designed high-quality 

outcomes in order to achieve targeted growth. These standards will be 

subject to a range of tolerance that enables alternative solutions to be 

proposed to achieve stated outcomes, provided public safety is not 

compromised and the environment is suitably protected.  

 

National Policy Objective 33 - Prioritise the provision of new homes at 

locations that can support sustainable development and at an appropriate 

scale of provision relative to location.  

 

The application site is zoned development site that offers an opportunity to 

deliver a responsive development that would contribute towards urban 

consolidation objectives while protecting the amenities of existing land uses 

and will provide a high quality living environment for future occupants in 

terms of access to public transport services, amenities, public open space 

and on-site child care facility.  

The scale of the proposed development is confirmed as appropriate in the 

assessment against the criteria set out under Policy BELAP RES5 – Building 

Height by Scheme included in the Statement of Consistency. 

The Unit Mix Justification Report identifies that within the study area 

(Glencullen ED), the existing housing stock is predominantly family 

houses/bungalow at 63.8%. The local area has witnessed significant growth 

in apartment developments highlighting the need that exists in the area.  

The subject site is positioned along major transport corridors and in close 

proximity to major employment centres in the City Centre and outer suburbs. 

Sandyford Business Park is an approximate 17-minute cycle form the site, 

while Cherrywood Business Park is located approximately 28-miinutes cycle 

away, both of which are also easily accessed by the Luas. Other notable 
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employment hubs include Dundrum Shopping Centre, and Carrickmines 

Business Park, also located along the Luas Green Line. 

Having regard to all of the above, it is concluded that the proposed 

development accords with the key principles of the National Planning 

Framework, particularly in respect of the ongoing need for urban 

densification and consolidation in order to avoid urban sprawl.  

Eastern and Midlands Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy 

The Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (RSES) 

supports increased densities, heights and consolidation within the existing 

built up footprint of Dublin.  

The application site is located within the Dublin City and Suburbs boundary 

in the accompanying Dublin Metropolitan Area Strategic Plan (MASP).  

Section 5.7 of the RSES states; 

The core strategies of development plans relevant to the MASP 

should have a focus on the delivery of sites in the MASP whilst 

retaining flexibility to respond to new and future opportunities 

for the delivery of housing in the metropolitan area, in line with 

the transitional population projections methodology in the NPF 

roadmap and a robust evidence-based analysis of demand, past 

delivery and potential. (emp. added) 

The proposed development site is within a strategic corridor, the 

Metrolink/Luas Corridor which has an objective to cater for a  population of 

71,000 within inter alia ‘new residential communities in Ballyogan and 

environs and Kiltiernan-Glenamuck’. This seeks to consolidate urban 

development on accessible zoned serviced lands and in particular along 

transport corridors, which includes the subject lands. 

Aligned with its growth strategy, the RSES promotes the delivery of high 

quality new housing in Dublin City and suburbs. Regional Policy Objective 

(RPO) 4.3 prioritises consolidation and re-intensification.   

 

RPO 4.3: Support the consolidation and re-intensification of infill/brownfield 

sites to provide high density and people intensive uses within the existing 

built up area of Dublin City and suburbs and ensure that the development of 

future development areas is co-ordinated with the delivery of key water 

infrastructure and public transport projects.  

 

The proposed development provides for a high density residential 

development on a strategically located site, enabling consolidation of these 

zoned lands within the existing built up area of Dublin. The application site is 

well served by public transport and supporting infrastructure and thus the 

delivery of a high density residential scheme is consistent with the RSES 

which seeks to implement the policies and objectives of the NPF to achieve 

greater consolidation and more compact growth in the existing built up 

footprint of cities and towns.  
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As part of the ‘Residential Development Capacity Audit’ undertaken to inform 

the Core Strategy, the proposed development site is identified as Zoning Tier 

1 and Tier 2, as illustrated in the Figure below.  

The Tier 1 lands typically comprise lands that are serviced and Tier 2 lands 

that are serviceable within the lifetime of the Development Plan. The 

supporting documents submitted with this application demonstrate the 

application site fulfils the criteria for Tier 1 serviced lands as set out in 

Appendix 3 of the NPF and the Development Phasing (Clay Farm Loop Road) 

section of this report expands further on this.  

 

Figure 16 Extract of Figure 2.8 Residential Capacity Audit - DLRCDP 2022-2028 

Section 4 of the Development Plan sets out the policy approach, recognising 

the important role of density in ensuring that the best use is made of land 

intended for residential development. It indicates that Council will continue 

to utilise all policy avenues available to it to ensure the optimum delivery of 

residential units over the duration of the Plan which seeks, inter alia, to 

increase the supply of housing in a compact and sustainable manner and in 

appropriate locations and provide housing choice for the residents of the 

County through an appropriate mix, type and range of units.  

The proposed development is consistent with the approach to density taken 

on other infill sites within the County, with residential densities on large 

infill/brownfield sites higher than the prevailing lower density of 

development in the surrounding area, to ensure optimal use of strategically 

located residentially zoned lands. 

The suite of supporting documents that accompany this application clearly 

establish that the proposed development with an overall net density of 79 

uph, and 200 uph in that part of the application site located with 

Neighbourhood 11 (Kilgobbin South), accords with the compact growth 

agenda and strikes a balance between the achievement of high quality 

sustainable development and the protection of existing residential amenities 

and the established character of the area.  

A Planning Statement and a Statement of Consistency (SoC) prepared by 

McCutcheon Halley Chartered Planning Consultants in conjunction with the 

appointed Design Team is included with this application under separate 

cover. The SoC assesses the proposed development against the relevant 
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objectives of the Development Plan and Local Area Plan and concludes that 

the proposed development is generally consistent with the provisions of the 

Plan.  

Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines, 2009. 

The Guidelines on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas 

(2009) were issued by the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local 

Government under Section 28 of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as 

amended. Sites within walking distance of public transport corridors are 

identified as appropriate locations for higher densities. It is recommended 

that increased densities should be promoted within 500 metres walking 

distance of a bus stop, or within 1km of a light rail stop or a rail station.  

The application site is within 1km of the LUAS Green Line, with the nearest 

stop, Leopardstown Valley to the north-east, being circa 800 metres walking 

distance of the subject site via Clay Farm. The Gallops LUAS stop is also 

located c. 600 metres to the north-east. 

As set out in Section 5.2, the criteria to be considered in the design and 

assessment of higher density residential development is provided in the 

Department’s companion design manual. Compliance with the 12 no. urban 

design criteria is addressed in the Architectural Design Report prepared by 

CCK Architects which accompanies this application. 

Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020) 

The Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments 

(2020) are Guidelines for Planning Authorities issued under Section 28 of the 

Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended). Their purpose is to strike 

an effective regulatory balance in setting out planning guidance to achieve 

both high quality apartment development and significantly increase overall 

level of apartment output. The Guidelines also recognise the role of 

apartment development in increasing overall density. 

The Guidelines highlight that apartments are most appropriately located 

within urban areas and that the scale and extent of apartment development 

should increase in relation to proximity to core urban centres and other 

relevant factors, particularly in the vicinity of existing public transport nodes 

or locations where high frequency public transport can be provided. Three 

types of locations are identified: 

• Central and/or Accessible Urban Locations 

• Intermediate Urban Locations 

• Peripheral and/or Less Accessible Urban Locations 

Our assessment concludes that the application site falls within the definition 

of a ‘Central and/or Accessible Urban Location’, namely because it is within 

reasonable walking distance (i.e. up to 10 minutes or 800-1,000m) to/from 

high capacity urban public transport stops (such as DART or Luas).  

The Guidelines state that central and/or accessible urban locations "are 

generally suitable for small- to large-scale (will vary subject to location) and 
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higher density development (will also vary), that may wholly comprise 

apartments”. 

For the reasons set out above, it is our professional opinion that the 

proposed density is justified in the context of the National Planning 

Framework, the Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial and Economic 

Strategy, the Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines 

(2009) and the Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020). The 

proposed density therefore accords with Section 37(2)(b)(iii) of the Planning 

and Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can grant 

permission for development. 

4.2 Unit Mix   

As set out in section 3.2, the proposed unit mix materially contravenes the 

Development Plan requirements as follows; 

• There are no 3 bedroom apartments proposed and accordingly a 

Material Contravention occurs.  

• The scheme includes 100% 1 and 2 bedroom units, exceeding the 

allowable 60% of the total and accordingly a Material Contravention 

occurs. 

4.2.1 37(2)(b)(i) The proposed development is of strategic or national 

importance. 

The strategic and national importance of this site is established in section 

4.1.1 above and reliance is being placed on 37(2)(b)(i) for the same reasons 

which are identified in that section. Note: It is not deemed necessary to 

duplicate the narrative here. 

Having established that the proposed development is both strategic and has 

national importance, it accords with Section 37(2)(b)(i) of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can grant permission 

for development. 

4.2.2 37(2)(b)(iii) Permission for the proposed development should 

be granted having regard to regional spatial and economic 

strategy for the area, guidelines under section 28, policy 

directives under section 29, the statutory obligations of any 

local authority in the area, and any relevant policy of 

the Government, the Minister or any Minister of the 

Government. 

Design Standards for New Apartment Guidelines 

The Design Standards for New Apartments - Guidelines for Planning 

Authorities were first published in 2018 and updated in 2020. The Guidelines 

were prepared, taking account of up-to-date evidence of projected future 

housing demand, in response to Rebuilding Ireland and the National 

Planning Framework policy context, as well as circumstances prevailing in the 

housing market. 

In terms of meeting future housing need, paragraph 2.6 of the 2020 

Guidelines state: 

http://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/2000/act/30/revised/en/html
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…demographic trends indicate that two-thirds of households added 

to those in Ireland since 1996 comprise 1-2- person, yet only 21% of 

dwellings completed in Ireland since then comprise apartments of 

any type. The 2016 Census also indicates that, if the number of 1-2 

person dwellings is compared to the number of 1-2 person 

households, there is a deficit of approximately 150%, i.e., there 

are approximately two and half times as many 1-2 person 

households as there are 1-2 person homes. (emp. added) 

Paragraph 2.15 of the Guidelines reinforce the need for apartments that 

better respond to the needs of smaller households: 

Analysis of urban housing need points to the fact that into the 

future, a majority of households will comprise 1-2 persons and 

approximately half of the remainder will be three person households. 

While it is recognised that it will be necessary to provide for a range 

of incomes, it is critical to accommodate the needs of increasingly 

more diverse household types in the context of a growing and ageing 

population. (emp. added) 

Paragraph 2.18 goes on to state: 

In the context of sustainably increasing housing supply, targeting a 

greater proportion of urban housing development and matching to 

the type of housing required, there is a need for greater flexibility, 

removing restrictions that result in different approaches to 

apartment mix on the one hand, and to other forms of 

residential accommodation on the other. This is particularly 

relevant where comprehensive housing need and demand 

assessment (HNDA) has not been undertaken. (emp. added) 

To this end, the Guidelines include apartment mix parameters as a broad but 

flexible safeguard which are intended to better reflect household formation 

patterns and housing demand, as set out in SPPR 1:  

Housing developments may include up to 50% one-bedroom or 

studio type units (with no more than 20-25% of the total proposed 

development as studios) and there shall be no minimum 

requirement for apartments with three or more bedrooms. 

Statutory development plans may specify a mix for apartment and 

other housing developments, but only further to an evidence-based 

Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA), that has been 

agreed on an area, county, city or metropolitan area basis and 

incorporated into the relevant development plan(s). (emp. added) 

While it is acknowledged that SPPR 1 does provide scope for statutory 

development plans to specify an alternate unit mix following a Housing Need 

and Demand Assessment (HNDA), it is noteworthy that the HNDA prepared 

by Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council (Appendix 2 of the Development 

Plan) takes a broad-brush approach and applies to the whole of the County, 

rather than examining need in specific areas. The housing needs of Ballyogan 

and environs would likely differ from those in other parts of the County. 

Section 6.6 of the NPF includes core principles to guide the future delivery of 
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housing including, inter alia, “Tailor the scale and nature of future housing 

provision to the size and type of settlement where it is planned to be located.”   

The NPF (‘Building Resilience in Housing’) highlights the importance of 

apartments to respond to demographic trends and changes in household 

composition, as follows: 

This means that apartments will need to become a more prevalent 

form of housing, particularly in Ireland’s cities. This is underpinned by 

on-going population growth, a long-term move towards smaller 

average household size, an ageing and more diverse population, 

greater mobility in the labour market and a higher proportion of 

households in the rented sector. 

In relation to ‘Housing Need’, the NPF indicates: 

Between 2018 and 2040, an average output of at least 25,000 new 

homes will need to be provided in Ireland every year to meet people’s 

needs for well-located and affordable housing, with increasing 

demand to cater for one- and two-person households. (emp. 

added) 

The NPF (‘Reconciling Future Housing Requirements Effectively’) further 

states: 

Managing the future location, typology and tenure of housing 

requires a significant robust evidence base and approach to 

implementation. More and better housing data at national, 

regional, county and settlement level is needed to understand 

housing conditions and the housing needs of people in Ireland, in 

order to develop informed, cost-effective, policies, programmes and 

funding initiatives. 

Projecting housing requirements more accurately into the 

future at a Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy and local 

authority development plan level (e.g. through Core Strategies) will 

be enabled by the provision of new statutory guidelines to 

ensure consistency of approach, implementation and monitoring. 

(emp. added) 

Having regard to the above, it is our view that the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown 

HNDA is not area specific enough to address housing need in different 

locations within its jurisdiction. Indeed the absence of a Regional HNDA or 

specific guidance to inform the HNDA posed a challenge to its preparation, 

as set out in Section 2.1.3.5: 

In the absence of a Regional HNDA or the issuing of Section 28 

Guidelines relating to this issue (guidance was issued after the 

preparation of the Draft Plan), DLR proceeded to prepare this 

Housing Strategy and HNDA drawing upon the ‘Louth Model’ 

methodology set out circa 20 years ago in the 2000 Guidelines for 

Planning Authorities on Part V of the Planning and Development Act 

and the accompanying Model Housing Strategy and Step-by-Step 

Guide (also referred to as the ‘Louth Model’). 
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Aligned with the NPF, the policy direction in the Apartment Guidelines is 

intended to cater to ongoing changes in household composition and coupled 

with the Unit Mix Justification Report is evidence that there exists a strong 

demand for 1-2 person households within this area and that such a demand 

is likely to intensify over the coming years. Thus there is a strong justification 

for accelerating the delivery of smaller unit typologies. 

Further, the proposed development does provide for a varied unit mix by 

incorporating 21 no. houses comprised of 3 and 4-bedrooms, ensuring the 

wider scheme caters to the needs of different households.  

For the reasons set out above, it is our professional opinion that the 

proposed mix of apartments is justified in the context of the Design 

Standards for New Apartments – Guidelines for Planning Authorities. The 

proposed unit mix therefore accords with accords with Section 37(2)(b)(iii) of 

the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can 

grant permission for development. 

4.3 External Storage 

The Development Plan references External Storage for apartments and 

states: 

Apartment schemes should provide external storage for bulky items 

outside individual units (i.e., at ground or basement level), in addition 

to the minimum apartment storage requirements. These storage 

units should be secure, at ground floor level, in close proximity to the 

entrance to the apartment block and allocated to each individual 

apartment unit. 

The Development Plan does not include quantitative standards for external 

storage. External storage areas in this proposed development are limited to 

bicycle parking storage. Accordingly, this is deemed a Material Contravention 

of the Development Plan. 

4.3.1 37(2)(b)(i) The proposed development is of strategic or national 

importance. 

The strategic and national importance of this site is established in section 

4.1.1 and reliance is being placed on 37(2)(b)(i) for the same reasons which 

are identified in that section. Note: It is not deemed necessary to duplicate 

the narrative here. 

Having established that the proposed development is both strategic and has 

national importance, it accords with Section 37(2)(b)(i) of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can grant permission 

for development. 
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4.3.2 37(2)(b)(iii) Permission for the proposed development should 

be granted having regard to regional spatial and economic 

strategy for the area, guidelines under section 28, policy 

directives under section 29, the statutory obligations of any 

local authority in the area, and any relevant policy of the 

Government, the Minister or any Minister of the Government. 

National Planning Framework 

In line with NSO No. 1 of the National Planning Framework which seeks to 

activate development in strategic areas and achieve effective density and 

consolidation, rather than more sprawl, performance-based design 

standards are supported, as follows: 

Although sometimes necessary to safeguard against poor quality 

design, planning standards should be flexibly applied in response 

to well-designed development proposals that can achieve urban 

infill and brownfield development objectives in settlements of all 

sizes. This is in recognition of the fact that many current urban 

planning standards were devised for application to greenfield 

development sites and cannot account for the evolved layers of 

complexity in existing built-up areas. (emp. added) 

This support for more dynamic approach to planning standards is reflected 

in National Policy Objective 13: 

In urban areas, planning and related standards, including in 

particular building height and car parking will be based on 

performance criteria that seek to achieve well-designed high 

quality outcomes in order to achieve targeted growth. These 

standards will be subject to a range of tolerance that enables 

alternative solutions to be proposed to achieve stated outcomes, 

provided public safety is not compromised and the environment is 

suitably protected. (emp. added) 

The relevant national policy objectives (NPOs) are addressed below. 

National Policy Objective 4 - Ensure the creation of attractive, liveable, well 

designed, high quality urban places that are home to diverse and integrated 

communities that enjoy a high quality of life and well-being.  

 

National Policy Objective 13 - In urban areas, planning and related standards, 

including in particular building height and car parking will be based on 

performance criteria that seek to achieve well-designed high-quality 

outcomes in order to achieve targeted growth. These standards will be 

subject to a range of tolerance that enables alternative solutions to be 

proposed to achieve stated outcomes, provided public safety is not 

compromised and the environment is suitably protected.  

 

As set out in preceding sections of this report, the proposed development 

has been carefully designed to achieve high quality outcomes while 

delivering an appropriate density for this highly accessible site in the built-up 
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area of Dublin City and suburbs.  The scheme offers an opportunity to deliver 

a responsive infill development that would contribute towards urban 

consolidation objectives while protecting the amenities of existing land uses 

and will provide a high quality living environment for future occupants in 

terms of access to public transport services, amenities, public open space 

and on-site child care facility.  

It is our view that the requirement to provide external storage for individual 

units at ground and/or basement level has the potential to significantly 

impact upon the design, layout and interaction of different spaces and uses, 

thereby compromising residential amenity and efficiencies within the 

development. At ground level, provision of designated storage areas for 

individual units  is likely to detract from residential amenity for occupants of 

ground floor apartments. Provision at basement (or undercroft level) may 

substantially increase the extent of this area, compromising the optimal 

efficiency of the layout in order that storage areas for individual units be 

accommodated, together with the necessary services/plant rooms, waste 

storage areas, bicycle storage areas, car parking and circulation spaces. 

This proposed development has been designed to a high architectural 

standard and will create an attractive new residential development in a 

landscaped setting. The scheme provides for a permeable layout with an 

interconnected network of streets, paths and open spaces that will prioritise 

pedestrian and cyclist activity and ensure a vibrant new community that 

integrates effectively with its surrounds. 

Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020) 

As set out in paragraph 1.9 of the 2020 Apartment Guidelines: 

…the purpose of these Guidelines is to strike an effective 

regulatory balance in setting out planning guidance to achieve both 

high quality apartment development and a significantly increased 

overall level of apartment output. (emp. added) 

The Guidelines advocate a more flexible performance-based approach to 

building design, rather than rigidly applied, blanket planning standards, 

noting in paragraph 2.23: 

In particular, general blanket restrictions on building height or 

building separation distance that may be specified in development 

plans, should be replaced by performance criteria, appropriate to 

location. (emp. added) 

Given that a more flexible performance-based approach to building design is 

promoted by the Guidelines and having regard to the scheme’s overall 

compliance with the requirements contained therein, it is our view that 

dispensation specifically in respect of external storage areas is justified. In 

particular, it is noted that there is no requirement under the Apartment 

Guidelines for the provision of external storage, except where this is required 

to compensate for a derogation for internal storage requirements. The 

proposed apartments have been designed to provide a high level of 

residential amenity and include a generous offering of public open space and 
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communal amenity space. The proposal provides ample secure cycle parking 

areas to facilitate safe and convenient storage of bicycles, ensuring no need 

to store these bulky items within individual units.   

As set out further above, it is our view that the requirement to provide 

external storage for individual units at ground and/or basement level has the 

potential to significantly impact upon the quality design, layout and 

interaction of different spaces and uses.  

Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable Residential Development 

in Urban Areas (2009) 

The 2009 Guidelines highlight that for centrally located sites (including those 

within 1km of a light rail stop), the emphasis in considering new proposals 

should be on good quality development and effective use of land. Paragraph 

6.10 states:  

While a 22 metre separation distance between opposing above 

ground floor windows is normally recommended for privacy reasons, 

this may be impractical and incompatible with infill development. In 

these cases, innovation and flexibility will essential in the 

interpretation of standards so that they do not become 

inflexible obstacles to the achievement of an attractive village 

and small town character in new development. (emp. added) 

Paragraph 7.10 further emphasises that the cumulative effect of imposing 

quantitative standards should not militate against the achievement of the 

recommended densities, with the real test being qualitative standards. 

The proposed development is consistent with the policy principles set out in 

the 2009 Guidelines. The Architectural Design Report prepared by Conroy 

Crowe Kelly (CCK) provides a comprehensive evaluation of the proposal in 

respect of the relevant criteria in the companion Best Practice Design 

Manual. The Design Report demonstrates how the design approach has been 

informed by the site context and the design principles contained in the Best 

Practice Design Manual to create a sustainable new neighbourhood that 

responds to the established residential setting in Stepaside Park, will 

enhance connectivity, permeability, safety and legibility and create a sense of 

place. This approach will ensure a high quality development that is consistent 

with the more flexible, qualitative approach to standards set out within the 

2009 Guidelines.   

For the reasons set out above, it is our professional opinion that the 

proposed density is justified in the context of the National Planning 

Framework, the Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020) and 

the Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines (2009). 

The proposed density therefore accords with Section 37(2)(b)(iii) of the 

Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can 

grant permission for development. 
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4.4 Proposed Transport Linkages 

Section 3.4 identifies that Link No. 4 and the proposed cul-de-sac of the road 

further to the south do not strictly adhere to the locations shown in Figure 

4.11 of the BELAP. 

Section 3.4 also sets out both the BELAP and the Development Plan objectives 

in respect of the Clay Farm Loop Road which is identified as enabling road 

infrastructure, required to be in place prior to completion of new homes. The 

Development Plan identifies the loop road as a 6 year road objective which is 

to be ‘Developer Delivered’. 

The Infrastructure Assessment contained in Appendix 1 of the Development 

Plan indicates the Clay Farm Loop Road is required to progress the 

development of the zoned lands in Kilgobbin by providing suitable transport 

infrastructure.  

This proposal provides for construction of that section of the Clay Farm Loop 

Road which it is within the applicant’s control to deliver. It will enable the road 

to be extended further north-west of its currently permitted location within 

the Clay Farm Phase 2 development to the south-east currently under 

construction. This proposed extension of the road will facilitate vehicular 

access to the development site via the Clay Farm / Ballyogan Road / 

Leopardstown Valley junction along the newly constructed section of the Clay 

Farm Loop Road.  

Thus the application, if permitted will deliver a vital piece of enabling 

infrastructure which will contribute to unlocking the development potential 

of the wider zoned lands in Kilgobbin South, facilitating the further 

progression of a long-held ‘6 year road objective’ which has been identified 

in successive development plans.  

Following its completion, the Clay Farm Loop Road (CFLR) will be 

approximately 1,550m in length. At present, there is an existing 325m 

completed section of the loop road adjoining Kilgobbin Wood / Elmfield. The 

Clay Farm Phase 2 development provides for the delivery an additional 

section 685m in length (incorporating bridge structure over water course) 

through the Clay Farm lands, as an integral element of the permitted Clay 

Farm Phase 1 and Phase 2 development.  

The current application includes for a further 137m extension of the Clay 

Farm Loop Road. The remaining section of the loop road to the north is 

located within third party lands and will be delivered in time by others in 

conjunction with future development proposals. It is noteworthy that in the 

absence of successive delivery of sections of the loop road, as has been 

facilitated by the permitted Clay Farm developments (Phases 1 and 2), 

together with the proposed development, these adjoining zoned lands would 

remain landlocked. 

It is further highlighted that Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown Forward Planning and 

Infrastructure have endeavoured to pursue a LIHAF scheme for the 

undeveloped section of the road but have not progressed procurement of 

the relevant lands. The conditions of the LIHAF grant require that the lands 
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are in the ownership of the Council and not third parties. The DLR Chief 

Executive’s report issued to the Board in response to the PAC submission by 

the applicant (refer Transport Section comments at Appendix A) confirm “It 

is not envisaged that this section can be delivered by DLR in the short to 

medium term.”  

The Traffic and Transport Assessment (TTA) prepared by DBFL Consulting 

Engineers and submitted under separate cover identifies that the proposed 

new section of the loop road will be consistent in terms of cross section as 

that of the completed sections. The section of the CFLR constructed within 

the application site boundary will ensure that all access requirements 

necessary within the subject site can be facilitated and swept path analysis 

has been undertaken to ensure service vehicle movements can be 

accommodated.  

The TTA includes a network impact assessment which confirms that the 

impact at all junctions on the local road network has been calculated as 

subthreshold. Accordingly, only the main site access at the existing Clay 

Farm/ Ballyogan Road / Leopardstown Valley was subjected to more detailed 

assessment. The junction analysis confirms that in all future design year 

scenarios, the existing Clay Farm signal controlled junction is predicted to 

operate within capacity during the peak travel times with the introduction of 

the proposed development traffic and with all Clay Farm fully occupied. The 

analysis assumes the worst case scenario that the CFLR is not fully complete 

and therefore all subject development and Clay Farm traffic must enter / exit 

via the existing Clay Farm access on Ballyogan Road. The introduction of the 

subject development traffic is predicted to have only a negligible impact on 

junction performance. 

Notwithstanding, the Clay Farm Loop Road has been delivered incrementally 

to date and it is unlikely the full extent of the loop road will be in place as the 

proposed homes are completed, should the application be approved.  

In respect of Link No. 4 and the proposed cul-de-sac of the road further to 

the south, these do not strictly adhere to the locations shown in Figure 4.11 

of the BELAP, however the associated objective will be achieved. Extension of 

the Clay Farm Loop Road through the application site will facilitate direct 

connections from the established residential area of Stepaside Park with 

Ballyogan Road. Pedestrian and cycle access will be made available for 

existing residents to access the Luas, schools, Samuel Beckett Campus and 

neighbourhood centre facilities. This is in line with the overall transportation 

and movement objective for the LAP area which seeks to develop a network 

of walking and cycling routes that will deliver an alternative to the private car 

by providing a permeable, legible pedestrian and cyclist network which 

connects existing and proposed residential areas. 

This is also consistent with Policy BELAP MOV1 – Pedestrian and Cycle 

Network which states: 

To provide for a new high quality pedestrian and cycle network within 

the LAP area which will connect existing and new communities and 

redefine the character of the LAP area; including (i) creation of new 
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segregated green routes within the LAP area; (ii)improvement and 

upgrading of existing routes; (iii) improvement and increased 

number of pedestrian/cycle crossings on main roads; and (iv) connect 

into existing and planned networks surrounding the LAP area. 

As highlighted in the supporting documentation submitted with this 

application, the proposed development provides for 4 no. new pedestrian 

and cycle links with Stepaside Park. This will ensure significantly enhanced 

opportunities for residents in the established residential area of Stepaside 

Park to access Luas Greenline services, as shown in the Figure below. 

 

Figure 17 Luas Accessibility (Source: TTA prepared by DBFL Consulting Engineers) 

The Core Strategy of the Development Plan identifies Ballyogan and Environs 

as one of five ‘New Residential Areas’ within the County. This designation is 

supported by the Dublin Metropolitan Area Strategic Plan (MASP) included in 

the Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy which 

identifies Ballyogan and Environs on the Metrolink/LUAS Green Line strategic 

development corridor. Delivery of the loop road is therefore critical to 

facilitating development on these strategically located lands which are 

targeted for growth under regional and local policy. 

Despite this, the proposal is not in accordance with Policy BELAP MOV12 – 

New Linkages and the applicable phasing requirements for transport 

infrastructure and a material contravention of the BELAP and the 

Development Plan arises. 

4.4.1 37(2)(b)(i) The proposed development is of strategic or 

national importance. 

The strategic and national importance of this site is established in section 

4.1.1 above and reliance is being placed on (i) for the same reasons which are 
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identified in that section. Note: It is not deemed necessary to duplicate the 

narrative here. 

Having established that the proposed development is both strategic and has 

national importance, it accords with Section 37(2)(b)(i) of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can grant permission 

for development. 

4.4.2 37(2)(b)(iii) Permission for the proposed development should 

be granted having regard to regional spatial and economic 

strategy for the area, guidelines under section 28, policy 

directives under section 29, the statutory obligations of any 

local authority in the area, and any relevant policy of the 

Government, the Minister or any Minister of the Government. 

The NPF targets a significant proportion of future urban development on infill 

development sites such as this proposed development site.  

National Policy Objective 11 states: 

In meeting urban development requirements, there will be a 

presumption in favour of development that can encourage more 

people and generate more jobs and activity within existing cities, 

towns and villages, subject to development meeting appropriate 

planning standards and achieving targeted growth.  

 

Chapter 4 includes a section ‘Performance-Based Design Standards’ which 

states “planning policies and standards need to be flexible, focusing on 

design led and performance-based outcomes, rather than specifying 

absolute requirements in all cases. This is underpinned by a National Policy 

Objective: 

 

NPO 13 - In urban areas, planning and related standards, including 

in particular building height and car parking will be based on 

performance criteria that seek to achieve well-designed high-quality 

outcomes in order to achieve targeted growth. These standards will be 

subject to a range of tolerance that enables alternative solutions 

to be proposed to achieve stated outcomes, provided public safety is 

not compromised and the environment is suitably protected. (Emp 

added) 

The proposed development is in accordance with national policy as set out in 

the National Planning Framework, specifically, National Policy Objective 3(b) 

which seeks to deliver at least 50% of all new homes targeted in the five cities 

and suburbs of Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Galway and Waterford, within their 

existing built up footprints.  

The Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy identifies 

the location of the proposed development site at Ballyogan and Environs as 

a key area to achieve the target population growth of 71,000 within a strategic 

corridor, the Metrolink-Luas.  
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The Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy also highlights that to achieve 

effective compact growth targets in urban areas as set out in NSO 1 of the 

NPF “will require active land management responses to ensure that land and 

building resources within existing settlements are used to their full potential.” 

By delivery of a further section of the CFLR, this proposed development will 

facilitate a much needed new housing development and will facilitate new 

development proposals on adjoining undeveloped lands for which this piece 

of infrastructure is required to unlock their full potential. 

The proposed development would deliver 118 units toward the target 71,000 

units in the strategic Metrolink-Luas corridor. It provides for high quality 

apartment units in compliance with the Design Standards for New 

Apartments - Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020), together with 

houses that will ensure a varied mix of housing to cater to the needs of 

different households. Further, the scheme is in accordance with the 

Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines which 

recommends that increased densities should be promoted within 1km of a 

light rail stop and provide for high quality design in compliance with the 12 

no. urban design criteria. 

For the reasons set out above, it is our professional opinion that the 

proposed development is justified in the context of the National Planning 

Framework, the Eastern and Midland Regional Spatial and Economic 

Strategy, Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines (2020) and the 

Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas Guidelines (2009). The 

proposal therefore accords with Section 37(2)(b)(iii) of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000, as amended, so that the Board can grant permission 

for development. 

5. Conclusion 

This Material Contravention Statement establishes that with respect to each 

of the identified material contraventions, a justification can be advanced 

having regard to at least one of the criteria listed under section 37(2)(b) of the 

Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended.  

It is submitted that there is sufficient justification for An Bord Pleanála to 

grant permission for the proposed development, notwithstanding any 

material contravention of the Ballyogan and Environs Local Area Plan 2019-

2025 and/or the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2022-

2028, in accordance with section 9(6) of the Planning and Development 

(Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016 (as amended) and by reference 

to section 37(2)(b) of the 2000 Act (as amended) for the reasons set out 

above. 

 

 


